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AMYAA AT GLANCE
AMYAA Society for social transformation was registered under Societies Registration Act 1860
on June 28, 2002, with its head office at Mayu-II, Roing of Lower Dibang Valley District. On 24th
September, 2014 Branch Office was established at Diyun of Changlang District for
implementation of NERCORMP-III project funded by North East Council (NEC). This society is
established with the vision to combat poverty, illiteracy, ill health, corruption, injustice and
suppression of the poor. The society focuses at working for the all-round development of the tribal
communities. It aims at supporting the backward tribal communities to become self-sustainable
and self-reliant.
VISION
AMYAA envisages a society where everyone co-exists in mutual respect and understanding and
strive for justice, peace and progress.
MISSION
AMYAA is to work for the all-round development of the tribal poor with special attention towards
the most vulnerable groups of the society, children, youth, women and farmers. It follows Rightbased Approach in promoting developmental changes through creating awareness, capacity
building and training and to establish a self-sustainable and self-reliant society in Arunachal
Pradesh.
LOCATION
AMYAA Head office is located at MAYU-II, Roing of Lower Dibang Valley District .AMYAA
Branch office is located at Diyun of Changlang District.
OFFICE SET UP
The offices are well furnished with computer and other electronic equipment for documentation
and processing of project related activities.
LEGAL STATUS
AMYAA (NGO) was registered on 28-06-2002 with registration number SR/ITA/1263. The
registration of the organization is valid till 18th February, 2019.
SOURCES OF FUNDS
AMYAA organization receives programme support on Awareness Programme on Income
Generation Projects (IGP) from State Social Welfare Board (SSWB), Naharlagun. The rest of the
programmes/activities implemented by the organization are supported by NABARD, RO,
Itanagar, North East Council (NEC), Quest Alliance and Departments of District Level.

INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES NETWORKING WITH OTHER AGENCIES
AMYAA organization has broad approach towards collaborating and networking with other
development agencies in reaching out to the rural poor through various intervention programmes.
The organization has the following facilities for the purpose: Office, computer lab and training
hall at MAYU-II, Roing, Lower Dibang Valley District.
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ACTIVITIES OF 2018-2019
NATIONAL SHRAMDAAN CONFERENCE 2018 CONCLUDES AT BISHMAKNAGAR

April 28-29: The 3rd National Shramdaan Conference 2018 held on April 28-29, 2018 at Roing,
Arunachal Pradesh was a confluence of ideas and concepts, and expression thereof that start at
‘Shramdaan’ and also revolve around it. For the first time, voluntary professionals of national
importance have joined hands and come together to create community innovation and
entrepreneurship and also to help take grassroots level community ideas to market. It however
opened immense potentialities of how ‘Shramdaan’ as a concept can be adapted to and extended
at the community grassroots level.
‘Shramdaan’ which is synonymous with selfless volunteering centred on rendering service to
individuals and community at large when it got a shot in the arm with the launch of Swachh Bharat
Mission has been largely applied to promotion and maintenance of cleanliness in localities.
National Shramdaan Conference 2018 held at Roing, Arunachal Pradesh was a wonder in the sense
that it managed to converge a plethora of ideas and concepts ranging from community level
innovation, sustainable development, technology, entrepreneurship, ecology, culture, tradition,
tourism, agriculture, horticulture and education on a single and basic theme of ‘Shramdaan’.
Ideas get wings from peoples and individuals, and so when groups and individuals who are
pioneers and exemplary role models in diverse fields and projects that thrive on ‘Shramdaan’ came
together at Roing, Arunachal Pradesh for the 3rd National Shramdaan Conference, it was a meeting
of minds and intellect, camaraderie, inspiration and getting inspired even as it apparently gave
birth to many a such fresh idea and young inspired mind. It was also a union of several trendsetting
individual and group community based movements that have had a significant and tangible
positive impact on communities.

The 3rd National Shramdaan Conference was the brainchild of a made-for-each collaboration
among Sakaar Sewa Samiti headed by ‘Shramdaan’ pioneer Temsutula Imsong, Amyaa NGO led
by Paul Chawang and the brilliant team from IIT Guwahati led by Dr. Charu Monga and Dr. Harsh
Chaturvedi broadly intended to augment the Swachh Bharat Mission and also take forward the
ambitious mission of Nav Bharat – hence the innovative tags #MissionRoing for #NewIndia 2022
founded on an ‘idea to market’ i2m model. It must be mentioned what a masterstroke it was to
facilitate coming together of notable local academicians in Dr. Razzeko Dele, Prof. Dr. Jajati K.
Pattnaik among others, low cost technological innovators supported by the IIT Guwahati team,
ecology pioneer the Forest Man of India Mr. Jadav Payeng, Swachh Bharat Mission proponent
and role model Mr. Manoj Ramachandra Sable, financial and legal professionals, local tourism
entrepreneur Mr. Jibi Pulu, Mrs. Aparna Bhattarcharya representative from Nagaon’s young Green
Police known for being exemplary ‘Shramdaan’ role models and grassroots ‘Shramdaan’ workers,
young social entrepreneurs and community leaders from all over the nation with the objective of
creating a robust platform to exchange ideas and demonstrate models of public participation in
bio-compost, sanitation, and low-cost innovative implementable rural technologies. The idea is
also to create Roing as a model hub and innovation community centre by empowering locals with
knowledge and skills, channelizing their creative energy in the form of entrepreneurship leading
to sustainable development and betterment of society through adoption of low cost technology.
The seamless confluence of multifarious themes at the 3rd National Shramdaan Conference also
significantly augmented the ‘Amazing Roing’ theme meant to highlight the great tourism potential
of well-connected, picturesque and historically significant Roing inhabited by progressive people
and situated at the foothills of majestic mountain ranges and adorned by sparkling streams and
rivers flowing down from the close-by hills and mountains.
Meanwhile, the local District Commissioner and Superintendent of Police Smt. Mitali Namchoom
and Mr. Sanjay Kumar Sain respectively were only too happy to have supported and be part of the
3rd National Shramdaan Conference. They registered encouragement and expressed that they were
impressed with the vision statement and action plan of the conference. The DC especially stressed
on sustainable development and connected it with ‘Shramdaan’ when she said, “Sustainability is
more than development. It is a responsible way of life. We have to ensure judicious use of
resources such that there is enough time for regeneration and replenishment of used resources. It
is also our responsibility to ensure that the future generations have enough resources to live on.
‘Shramdaan’ is a laudable idea. It is an alternative that is noble yet it opens up opportunities for
oneself as well as for family and community.”
The Conference was also marked by Citizen’s Award presented to various prominent personnel
among senior most citizen Mr. Jatan Pulu As a Man of Integrity, Mrs. Tine Mena the first Women
to Climb the Mount Everest from North East India and for inspiring Youth in Promoting Adventure
Sports, Mr. Bishen Mepo for his Remarkable and Selfless Contribution for the Society, Mrs.
Dajum Lego for her dedicated Service to Society in Field of Education and Mr. Joseph Pertin For
his Contribution in the area of Organic Farming.
Across the 2-day schedule of the 3rd National Shramdaan Conference, the participants have had
the opportunity to explore and get acquainted with one of the most significant heritage and
archaeological sites of Roing – Bishmak Nagar, the legendary home of Lord Krishna-Rukmini
fables. By way of setting positive examples and project the spotlight on Bishmak Nagar, the
participants of the 3rd National Shramdaan Conference from across India carried out sapling
plantation, spot fixing and beautification drive at Bhishamika Fort. Meanwhile, the local tribe of
Roing Idu-Mishmi presented before the eager audience several cultural performances by way of

introducing their longstanding culture and heritage to them. The befitting climax of this cultural
jaunt was the enactment of union of Lord Krishna and Rukmini presented in collaboration among
three tribes namely, Idu-Mishmi, Assamese and Boro. The 2 days Conference concluded on a
positive note with delicious traditional lunch offered by the Bismaknagar village community.
ROING PARTICIPATES IN THE HIMALAYAN CLEANUP
May 26: Roing Town today witnessed a large gathering of public and government servants to
participate in The Himalayan Cleanup drive being organized in 12 Himalayan Mountain states in
the country on a single day, to rid the mountains of plastic waste.
The programme saw a total of 405 members taking part in the cleanup drive. The event featured
no plastic and use of eco-friendly material like bamboo mugs for drinking water and jute sacks for
collection of waste.
Deputy Commissioner Mitali Namchoom (IAS) recommended for use of jute bags instead of
plastic bags. Everyone’s small contribution towards the mission can bring about a real change, she
said. Expressing her happiness over the turnout, she said that the event should not just end up as a
onetime event but the message of ‘beat plastic pollution’ should be practiced everyday of our lives.
ADC Chesta Yadav (IAS) led the pledge taking on the day. Paul Chawang of AMYAA NGO
briefed all on the Himalayan Cleanup drive which aims to bring the issue of waste to the forefront,
and to understand what is in our waste through a waste and brand audit.
Waste auditing was carried out at DUDA view piont, Eze river by the Staff of AMYAA NGO and
volunteers of I-Clean Roing. A total of 1552.94 kg of dry waste was collected. Waste was audited
into 14 categories and brand audit was done in four main categories namely, All branded plastics,
PET bottles, Tetrapak items and multi-layer plastics each of which were counted and weighed and
recorded. This exercise of waste and brand auditing has given a hands on experience to the
volunteers of I-Clean Roing, to have a better understand of waste.
In the post audit, the recyclable waste was sold to scrap dealers and the discarded waste was handed
over to DUDA for final disposal. Among the findings through audit, Litchi fruit drink bottles
manufactured by PRAN exports Ltd, Bangladesh was recorded to be the highest in number. Second
was Bisleri packaged water bottle manufactured by Vision foods & Beverages and third was non
branded plastic items.

In Roing, the cleanup was done from the Roing bazaar to Eze river only. The clean up drive was
jointly organized by the District Administration, AMYAA NGO, Sustainable Development Forum
of Arunachal Pradesh (SDFA), Dibang Development Council Agency (DDCA), I-Clean Roing,
DUDA, PHED, Navayuga and Integrated Mountain Initiative (IMI) Roing. (Copy & Paste from
DIPRO)

CELEBRATION OF
WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY,
2018 at ROING
June 5: The world environment day (5th June, 2018) with the theme “BEAT PLASTIC
POLLUTION” was celebrated with great fervor and gaiety in Roing, Arunachal Pradesh.
Reinforcing its commitment to clean & green initiatives, AMYAA NGO, RCE EAST
ARUNACHAL AND I-CLEAN ROING jointly organized a plantation drive in Mayu II colony.
I-clean volunteers, students and staff participated in the plantation drive to make their surrounding
green. Further the programme was followed by the cleanliness drive in Mayu ground that aimed
at creating awareness among public regarding the ill effects of plastic on environment.
World environment day is a campaign established to bring some positive environmental changes
all over the world to make life better and more natural.
As a part of the programme, drawing competition for different categories of school and college
students on the theme of “GREEN EARTH, BEAUTIFUL EARTH and CLEAN
ENVIRONMENT IS LIFE AND POLLUTION IS DEATH” were held ahead of the function under
the guidance of Ms Sumila Linggi, RCE East Arunachal Youth Coordinator.

Marking the World Environment
Day, an organized friendly cricket
match was also played between
team I-Clean Roing and team Roing
Cricket Club. The match was
flagged off by Meta Mili, I-clean
volunteer by briefing about the
threats of environmental pollution and appealed the gathering to adopt the green ways of life. Both
the team played exceedingly well and no one was being able to make out till the end that who
would win definitely. The match generated huge enthusiasm and excitement in the spectators
present in the ground and team I-Clean Roing manage to win the match by 11 runs. The Programme
concluded with Prize distribution to the winners of Drawing Competition and Winner of Cricket
Match.
CHANU CREATIONS COLLABORATES WITH AMYAA TO CONCLUDE RPLPMKVY CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION
July 30: More than 90 women of Lower Dibang Valley were conferred certificates of RPLPMKVY recognition of prior learning on two shaft handloom weaver yesterday at the premises of
AMYAA NGO, Roing freshly inaugurated multi-skill training centre by Superintendent of Police
Lower Dibang Valley, Sanjay Kumar Sain who was the chief guest on the occasion. The RPLPMKVY certification is the outcome of a two-day training program on two shaft handloom weaver
imparted to the womenfolk across two districts of Lower Dibang Valley and Changlang in
Arunachal Pradesh earlier in the month of March.
The chief guest, who often closely engages with the grassroots community on issues close to his
heart like drug addiction, swachch bharat abhiyan, etc. apart from carrying out his duties of looking
after law and order situation of the district, encouraged the huge gathering of womenfolk to grab
the opportunities of PMKVY with both hands and in the right spirit being facilitated by Chanu
Creations in collaboration with AMYAA NGO as it will bring them greater empowerment,
economic freedom and well-being. The SP also applauded the efforts of RK Paul Chawang, the
chief functionary of AMYAA NGO and Indira Chirom, CEO of Chanu Creations for being so
enterprising to be able to bring this kind of government schemes to the doorsteps of so many
deserving womenfolk.
Sanjay Kumar Sain further expressed pleasure on being able to inaugurate the AMYAA NGO
multi-skill training facility earlier on in which the certificate distribution ceremony could be
incidentally held. He further assured AMYAA NGO to extend all possible help and assistance in
their future endeavours. Meanwhile Paul Chawang enlightened the gathering how much efforts he

put in across ten years of his engagement in the NGO sector to be now put up in place this humble
multi-skill training facility. Even Indira Chirom could not help but applaud Paul Chawang for his
dedication, patience and efforts and come this far in his endeavours.
The CEO of Chanu Creations on the occasion urged the gathered womenfolk to take advantage of
the opportunities being presented through the RPL-PMKVY certification on two shaft handloom
weaver in terms of availing Mudra loans to start their own handloom businesses and collaborate
with Chanu Creations for marketing and sale and also further take up advance training and skilling
in this sector.
Meanwhile, one day earlier, Chanu Creations also conferred certificates to more than 900 women
in Changlang district at Diyun who had undergone the RPL-PMKVY two shaft handloom weaver.
It is expected that the enterprising womenfolk of these districts will have an able partner in Chanu
Creations to scale new heights in their traditional handloom sector.

S2S REVIEW MEETING CUM WORKSHOP AT AMYAA PREMISES

August 22-23: A review meeting
cum workshop on S2S or Skills to
Succeed, a global initiative of
Accenture, was held at the
AMYAA office premises across
two days August 22 – 23, 2018. It
was facilitated by Quest Alliance
resource person Mr. Augustine
Ngatuba and attended by AMYAA
Chief Functionary Mr. Paul
Chawang and S2S AMYAA
facilitators of Roing and Diyun
centres among others.
Although the review meeting cum workshop in essence was meant to bring clarity among the
participants as to what S2S is supposed to accomplish, it also presented an informal platform for
exchange, clarifications, brainstorming and getting to know one another better and aptly the
proceedings of the workshop began with a round of introduction.

Mr. Augustine informed the participants that the S2S program is now into its fourth phase of
implementation in India. As a matter of fact, S2S as an intervention to make the youth employable
and self-sufficient happened in Northeast only in its second phase of its implementation. As far as
AMYAA is concerned, they started partnering Quest Alliance to implement the S2S program only
last year which incidentally happened to be in its third phase of implementation while preparations
are now on to kick-start the fourth phase of its implementation this September. Meanwhile, Mr.
Augustine observed that earlier the Quest Alliance partnership with NGOs for S2S implementation
was purely based on trust whereby the potential of these NGOs to be even more effective has come
to the fore. He further underlined that it is time for partner NGOs to demonstrate maturity in terms
of being more efficient in delivery, transparency, being committed to the cause of S2S, meeting
targets and taking their efforts to the next level.
While sharing ideas on student mobilization and training and their ways and means, Mr. Augustine
underscored the importance of finding “the right students for the right course” which pertained to
eligibility criteria, proper documentation, age limits, student/parent disposition and related student
management strategies like having a plan for training hours, self-employment opportunities,
placement and post-placement.
On the occasion, Mr. Augustine also apprised the participants of the Master Coach program
designed and offered by Quest Alliance meant to help create a personal identity of facilitators and
also facilitate growth and eventually towards becoming Master Trainers whereby they can not only
train facilitators of their organization but also other organizations. Mr. Augustine connected the
Master Coach Program to having the entrepreneurial mindset which he said is a requisite for both
professional and personal growth.
The last day of the S2S review meeting cum workshop was centered on brainstorming and devising
plans for actually implementing the youth empowerment program at Roing and Diyun. The
Facilitators discussed on specific items of planning involved ascertaining timelines and dates,
number of hours for facilitator led sessions, practical, market scan, arrangement of curriculum and
how to effectively facilitate student orientation.
AMYAA FACILITATES DIYUN’S FARMER CLUBS, SHGS ‘MEET WITH EXPERTS’
September 2-3: Twenty farmer clubs and 128 SHGs across 13 villages in Diyun Circle got to
meet NERCORMP and NABARD experts across two days on September 2-3, 2018 at the Circuit
House auditorium – all thanks to AMYAA that took the pains to organize a ‘Meet With Experts
on Animal Husbandry and Dairy Farming’ programme for the benefit of the stakeholders.
The panel of experts was comprised of N.
Sukajit,
District
Project
Director,
NERCORMP,
Kamal
Roy,
District
Development Manager, NABARD, N.
Betterson, NRMO, Daiahun Thonglam, IDO,
AK Pandey, Agriculture Development
Officer and Biraj Kumar, SBI Branch
Manager, Diyun.
It was a two-way interaction between the
experts on the one hand and the members of the farmer clubs and SHGs on the other. The panelists

one by one placed their expert opinions before the audience before taking questions from them.
NERCORMP and NABARD being implemented in parallel, the experts said that their respective
interventions at times might overlap by way of “convergence” as they more or less operate in
similar settings and domains.
Sukajit gave the opening remarks explaining the
purpose of the ‘Meet with Experts’ programme
and how it was going to be conducted before
giving a brief background of NERCORMP. He
said, “It has been 7 years now since the
NERCORMP was implemented in Changlang
district while it has been around 4 years in Diyun
Circle. NERCORMP is critical for further
development of the villages. However, it is
supposed to provide only hand-holding support on
the way to achieving sustainability in terms of
income generation activities and natural resources management. It is also expected to help imbibe
in people the mindset similar to those of development and sustainability seekers.”
While stressing on the need of coming up with success stories, he also informed the audience of
the impending visit of the NERCORMP Evaluation Team slated for September 15 to October 2,
2018. This team shall look to evaluate the impact of NERCORMP it has had so far on the people
here.
At the start of his address, Kamal Roy expressed skepticism due to the fact that although there are
20 farmer clubs sanctioned in Diyun Circle, there is none that could establish bank linkage for
taking up activities. Encouraging the farmer club members, he explained to them the 5 principles
of farmer clubs and said, “The first principle is to establish bank linkage, avail credit and take up
activities; the second principle pertains to adopting and utilizing scientific methods and technology
in farming; the third principle is rooted in increase of production and productivity; thereby effect
income generation; and finally, repayment of bank loans on or before time.”
Reminding the audience of PM Narendra Modi’s vision of doubling the income of farmers by
2022, Mr. Roy told the audience of his dream too – that is, formation of Farmer Producer
Organization (FPO) in the next 2 years. He explained the importance of FPOs and said that among
many things it will increase the bargaining power of farmers whereby they will get the price they
deserve for their produce, help in branding and also take up large activities such as small scale
industries. He also enlightened the audience by telling them about NABARD exposure visits and
Joint Liability Group (JLG) meant especially for landless farmers who can work by acquiring lands
on lease.
Further, Mr. Roy reiterating the importance of nurturing relationship with banks, he said,
“Maintaining relationship with banks in terms of timely repayment of loans and not defaulting is
the key to the success of farmer clubs and SHGs as the underlying idea is rooted in credit linked
schemes. It first initiates the saving habit in members who then take up income generating activities
and at the same time avail credit, eventually to pay back loans on or before time.”
Mr. Roy concluded by urging the audience to get soil testing done before telling the audience about
the KVK (Krishi Vigyan Kendra) at Namsai, 30 KM from Diyun and how farmer clubs can invite
resource persons for training and other related purposes. He also enlightened them about relevant

schemes such as DEDS (Diary Entrepreneurship Development Scheme), NLM (National
Livestock Mission) and CMKRY (Chief Minister Krishi Rinn Yojona).
The ADO, meanwhile, helped the audience understand KCC (Kishan Credit Card) loans and how
his department is successfully implementing an agriculture related project in the villages. He said,
“KCC loans are in actuality interest free loans but they have to be repaid back within 1 year.”
Finally, Biraj Kumar, Diyun SBI Branch Manager, informed the audience about MCLR (Marginal
Cost of Funds based Lending Rate) and that banks are obligated to disburse 18% of bank loans in
the agri sector. He concluded by saying that the bank rates for loans would be fixed at 11.85%.
The panel of experts concluded their visit with field visits
MEET WITH EXPERTS FOR FARMER CLUBS AT PARBUK, ROING
September 15 : Representatives from 15 Farmer’s club under Lower Dibang Valley District
attended “Meet with Experts” program held at Parbuk Village organized by AMYAA NGO and
supported by NABARD. During the programme AMYAA NGO Secretary Sir R.K Paul Chawang
encouraged all the members of the club to work actively together and take advantage of the various
Schemes provided by the Government. He informed that NABARD supports active and vibrant
Farmers for the progressive farming methods.
The expert from Spice Board
India Shri K. Jyothish explained
about the Farmer Producer
Organization. He notified that
Farmer producer organization
are generally the farmer interest
group. The farmers who are the
producers
of
agricultural
products can form groups
register
themselves
under
farmer producer organization.
The
farmer
producer
organization aims at engaging the farmer companies to promote agricultural products and sell
them. Shri Jyothish mentioned that seed, fertilizers, market linkages, training and networking are
also the major activities of farmer producer organization. He also cited the example of Namsai
farmer producer organization which sell dry ginger powder and encouraged the club members to
form a group for FPO.
R.K. Paul informed the members about e-NAM and its benefits. He notified that e-NAM is an
online trading platform where it connects farmers, traders, buyers, exporters under single platform.
It aims at helping farmers increase their income by 2022. e-NAM is created for online trading
through which farmers could avoid being cheated by middlemen and trade their produce for a price
worthy of their hard work. Adding to this Shri A.K Sharma request the members to get soil testing
before growing any products and advised them to use organic manure for rich and healthy
agriculture products.

Lastly Shri Joseph Pertin, one of the active members of Bolik-Parbuk Farmers club concluded the
meeting by requesting the members to participate actively in their respective club as well as in the
group and thanked all the members for attending the meeting.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING IMPARTED
November 3 : The three-month first batch ‘beauty-preneurship’ course organized in Lower
Dibang Valley district by NGO AMYAA concluded with the distribution of certificates. Roing

MLA Mutchu Mithi attended the valedictory function and interacted with the trainees. He
advised them to “be firm and affirmative regarding their careers,” and emphasized on the
importance of skill-based and vocational training programmes. The trainees offered their views
and enumerated the problems they faced, such as absence of basic infrastructure and lack of
adequate career guidance.
ARDUINO AND FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS WORKSHOP ROING, 2019
January 20: A Two Day Workshop on emerging technologies of “Internet of Things (IOT) AND
FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS” was organized by Roing Startup Hub under the aegis of Community
Innovtors Forum on 19th and 20th January, 2019. The workshop was conducted by Shri Prashant
Thapliyal and Shri Brijesh Meena PhD. Scholar from IIT, Guwahati at the recently developed
Creativity and Innovation Lab and Start Up Hub at Roing. The hub is intended to introduce
students to get skilled on emerging technologies and develop innovation and entrepreneurship. The
students work in team and are being guided to develop projects benefitting local communities. The
Roing hub is voluntarily mentored by professors from IIT Guwahati and is open to all citizens and
community of Roing and nearby areas to develop their ideas as prototypes and take them to market
with guided handholding.
The workshop was intended for Teachers and Students of Class 9- 12 from different schools of
Roing Circle. 70 Students and Teachers from Intaya Public School, Vivekandanda Kendriya
Vidyalaya, Govt. Higher Secondary School were trained on the latest technologies.
Shri R K Paul, Secretary AMYAA and President Community Innovators Forum, formally
welcomed the dignitaries and experts from IIT, Guwahati in his opening address. He also gave the
introduction to the workshops with schedule and contents to be covered in the workshop.
The main objective of this workshop was to provide the fundamental knowledge of Arduino
Processor with hands on training on developing working models and prototypes. The topics
covered in the first day of workshop include – introduction to Internet of Things (IOT),

development of electronic boards and Hardware and Software Programming. The outcome of the
workshop was in the form of implementation of a sample working project.
Second day of workshop included demonstration and hands on session for screen printing for
printing the conducting electrodes and introduction to preparation of Conductive Ink and pastes
and making of flexible electronic devices such as pressure/force sensors, heaters etc.
The participants of the workshop had a wonderful learning outcome and the workshop imparted a
basic introductory knowledge to upcoming workforce in the field of IOT and Flexible printed
electronics.

TRAINING ON TAILORING UNDER MEDP CONCLUDES
January 23: Organized by AMYAA NGO under NABARD sponsored Micro Enterprise
Development Programme (MEDP), a
thirteen days tailoring course for matured
SHGs of Lower Dibang Valley District,
concluded on 23rd January. Thirty
women from different SHGs were
imparted theoretical and practical
training regarding tailoring during the
course. The course was aimed at not only
enabling the women to add to their family
income but also give them a new lease of
confidence in leading their lives. On
valedictory function organized, the participants were
awarded with certificates by on successful completion
of the course.
Addressing the programme’s valedictory function,
Nitya Mili DDM, NABARD, ROING advised the
trainees to avail the benefits under government schemes
and promised to support the people in the region with
such goodwill projects which lay importance to rural
employment and women empowerment. P.B. Chetry,
BM, APRB spoke on the importance of getting skills through proper training. He encouraged the

participants to become Entrepreneurs to start their own business and to bring extra income to their
families. He assured the trainees to avail bank loans if they come up with proper business plans.
Speaking on the concluding day, RK Paul Chawang, Secretary of AMYAA (NGO) appreciated
participants for taking active part throughout the Micro Entrepreneurship Development
Programme (MEDP) in Tailoring. He encouraged them to take up such alternative income
generating activities and to pass on the message to more rural women and unemployed youth in
the villages and to take advantage of the training facilities available at AMYAA NGO training
centre.
CRAFTWORK AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP CONCLUDES
January 28: Eleven youths and a master craftsman
were introduced to new designs and sample
prototypes of various products during a two-day
workshop on ‘craftwork and product development’
organised here in Lower Dibang Valley district by
the
Roing
Startup
Hub.
During the workshop, which concluded on 27
January, the youths were given financial training on
strategies for taking new products with unique
designs
to
various
markets.
Pune (Maharashtra)-based Propelis Consultancy director Ashutosh Muglikar imparted hands-on
training on basic accountancy and marketing strategies, while DPO Marto Dirchi advised the
participants to avail of the learning opportunities provided by the Roing Startup Hub. Guwahati
IIT professors, Drs Harsh Chartuvedi and Charu Monga, and NGO AMYAA’s secretary RK Paul
Chawang were also present as resource persons.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING FOR SHGS ON ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
February 27: A total of 30 women representatives from 13 SHGs of Parbuk Village have
underwent Skill Development Training in Poultry, Piggery and Hospitality under the aegis of
AMYAA NGO based at Roing. This training program has been supported by Block Development
Office, Roing of Lower Dibang Valley District. The program is being facilitated by AMYAA NGO
in collaboration with NABARD Roing, District Veterinary Office Roing, and Arunachal Pradesh
Rural Bank (APRB) Roing. The program began with briefing cum introduction to the training
program by Shri R. K. Paul Chawang, Secretary AMYAA NGO. He mentioned that with high
consumption of pork meat in the region, pig farming has huge potentially for business both for
individuals and groups. The only thing that village communities require is the need for change of
mind-set from traditional way of pig farming to scientific methods. This was followed by group
discussion and group activity among the participants, focusing on how Poultry and Piggery related
activities are being carried out at village level. The group representatives presented the outcomes
of their group activities and discussions and highlighted on how they still follow traditional ways
of rearing pigs and chickens in their houses. Thus, some of the issues and challenges in rearing
pigs as pointed out by the groups are difficulties in finding food, cooking, fire wood, slow growth,

sickness etc. The groups described mainly 3 (three) ways of rearing pigs, namely, tight the pig,
cage them within bamboo fencing or let them free to roam around.
Keeping in mind the local way of pig farming as shared by the groups, resource persons Shri M.S.
Sarkar DVO spoke in detail on scientific way of rearing pigs with the help of diagram drawn on
chart paper. He stressed on the importance of sanitation and hygiene for healthy growth of pigs
and timely vaccination to prevent pigs from certain diseases. Shri A. Ngukir DVO too spoke in
local dialect for better understanding of the participants. Shri Nitya Mili, DDM Nabard gave inputs
on Central Government subsidized schemes on Poultry, Piggery and Dairy Farms channelized
through NABARD in the state. Shri P.B. Chetry BM APRB spoke on the role of Bank to help
genuinely interested individuals and groups by providing loans. The resource persons encouraged
the participants to take up pig farming for business and commercial purpose. The participants along
with AMYAA secretary and staff went for an exposure visit to District Veterinary office at Roing
and Piggery Farm to get the hands-on practical experience on 27th February, 2019.
DISTRICT LEVEL AWARENESS PROGRAM
March 6: District Level Awareness
Program on AMI sub-scheme of
ISAM & NGOs meet on SHG
Bank-Credit Linkage organized by
NABARD in collaboration with
AMYAA NGO at AMYAA NGO
Training Hall. Resource person
Tapash Bhattacharia senior marketing officer, ministry of Agri, GoI, NityaMili DDM NABARD
& attended by HoDs, Bankers, ASRLM, NGOs, SHGs & FCs.
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION AT ROING
March 8: AMYAA NGO celebrated International Women’s Day in style, with its staff and
students hosting a long activities and events. The event was marked by, documentary film;
speeches on women’s issues, dance & song performed by students and certificate distribution of
course completion of Beautypreneurship and Skill To Succeed programme. Guest speaker, Ms.
Nina Mele, Secondary School, Mayu spoke on the theme of 44th International Women’s Day
“Think Equal, Build Smart, Innovate for Change”. She mentioned that achieving a gender-equal
world requires social innovations that work for both women and men and leave no one behind and
how men could support women in their growth. Further, Akunge Miuli, Mira Pulu and Neharika
S. Umbrey also shared their stories on their career progression, personal and professional
aspirations, motivations and challenges. However, the highlight of the event was focused towards
empowering women and creating social awareness. Other event highlights included distribution of
gift for prize winners, cake cutting celebration and a bunch of fun and connect activities.

EMPLOYERS-STUDENTS MEET 2019
March 28: AMYAA NGO organized one- day Employers-Students Meet on 28th March’19 at
AMYAA training hall with an aim to make preeminent talent available to the industry across
various verticals. The meet gave an opportunity to students to access career options available in
the organizations under one roof. Students avail an opportunity to evaluate if their existing skill
sets match up to the industry requirements.
The meet featured students, from both alumni and present batch. Representative of various
establishments including Eclat Career Point, Linggi Sports Showroom, and Friends & Bakers,
Naruka-The River View Restaurant and Siwundi
Winds checked in to the event and interviewed the
candidates. Over 5 students got selected for
various positions. The representative of agencies
mentioned that the remaining candidates who have
completed their courses will be contacted by the
agencies as per their future requirements.
R K Paul, Secretary AMYAA said, “AMYAA
believes in a cohesive and integrated society, in
which all individuals have access to opportunities
for personal and economic growth. And through
such initiative, AMYAA contributes by providing an opportunity to the youths to take advantage
of the available prospective jobs for a bright future.”

30 PATIENTS BENEFIT FROM MEDICAL CAMP
March 30: The NHPC’s Dibang Multipurpose Project conducted a free medical camp at Jia village
in Lower Dibang Valley district. During the camp, prosthetic and orthotics equipment were also
distributed to the identified beneficiaries.

The camp organized in association with the Aditya Prosthetics & Orthotics Centre, Dibrugarh and
AMYAA NGO, Roing aimed to provide benefit to orthopedic problems. At least 30 patients were
given wheelchairs, artificial limbs, knee bracing, walkers; etc.DMP Chief General Manager
Biswajit Basu, DMP DCMO Dr Namloo Nalo, Jia Banggo secretary Karik Passing was present on
the occasion.
Speaking on the occasion, Passing thanked the organizers for providing free and high quality as
well as expensive medical services and equipments.

